Moving cameras are needed for a wide range of applications in robotics, vehicle systems, surveillance, etc. However, many foreground object segmentation methods reported in the literature are unsuitable for such settings; these methods assume that the camera is fixed and the background changes slowly, and are inadequate for segmenting objects in video if there is significant motion of the camera or background. To address this shortcoming, a new method for segmenting foreground objects is proposed that utilizes binocular video. The method is demonstrated in the application of tracking and segmenting people in video who are approximately facing the binocular camera rig. Given a stereo image pair, the system first tries to find faces. Starting at each face, the region containing the person is grown by merging regions from an over-segmented color image. The disparity map is used to guide this merging process. The system has been implemented on a consumer-grade PC, and tested on video sequences of people indoors obtained from a moving camera rig. As can be expected, the proposed method works well in situations where other foreground-background segmentation methods typically fail. We believe that this superior performance is partly due to the use of object detection to guide region merging in disparity/color foreground segmentation, and partly due to the use of disparity information available with a binocular rig, in contrast with most previous methods that assumed monocular sequences.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to segment foreground objects in video would greatly facilitate navigation, tracking, recognition and 3-D modeling tasks. Specifically, the ability to segment humans in video could be applied to applications such as surveillance, gesture recognition, or any other application that involves computers working with or around people. There would be many additional applications if the technique could also be applied to video where the camera was moving. This would include any application involving a camera mounted on a mobile platform such as a vehicle or a robot. Such applications could include collision avoidance and pursuit for robot navigation, assistive robotics, or applications where humans use gestures to communicate with computers.
Unfortunately many well-known approaches only work for static cameras, and assume a monocular camera setup. One common monocular technique is background subtraction which assumes that the background is approximately static, and the foreground object must be moving 2 . This assumption also implies that the camera must be stationary as well in order to keep the background from moving relative to the camera. Some other methods employ adaptive background subtraction which is better at handling small changes in the background and pauses by the tracked object, but such methods still cannot handle camera motion or dramatic changes in the background 8 .
In this paper a technique is proposed for segmenting humans in stereo video which is relatively independent of camera movement. Disparity data from stereo vision systems can provide information which can be a good indicator of the distinction between foreground and background. The philosophy behind the proposed system is that the disparity map can be utilized as a guide for color based segmentation. The system first finds faces and then begins merging adjacent regions which have been clustered by color. The merging is guided by the disparity map. Regions from the color image are merged only if they overlap with regions of the disparity map which have similar disparities to the detected face. The use of clustered regions of similar color helps preserve accurate silhouettes of the person which only occasionally line up with discontinuities in the disparity map. The technique works well in segmenting a single person and can be repeated on the same video frame to segment an additional person for each face that is found.
RELATED WORK
In the past few years, the use of stereo cameras has become more prevalent in object segmentation and tracking systems. Many segmentation techniques require that the stereo camera be stationary 4, 6 . One such technique for segmenting people has good results maintaining silhouettes of multiple people who are tracked and segmented in a scene 6 . The technique relies on foreground extraction via time-adaptive, per-pixel mixtures of Gaussians which limits the technique to scenes where the people to be segmented are normally in motion and the background is normally static 5 . This would make the technique difficult to adapt for applications where the camera is moving.
Another stereo-based technique clusters disparity data by finding connected regions of slowly varying disparity 4 . Each cluster is labeled as a segmented person if it contains a skin colored region. While this technique was not tested on video from a moving camera, it is conceivable that it could be easily adapted to such video, because it has no reliance on a static background or moving person. A problem with the segmentation aspect of this technique is that only disparity data is used in the grouping of prospective person regions in the image. Also, regions which do not have valid disparity data are not included in the segmentation. Color is only used to choose which of those prospective regions contain the person by choosing the regions which contain some skin colored pixels. This over-dependence on disparity data makes it difficult to accurately preserve the boundary of the person. Additionally, any object which contains a skin color would be identified as a person. Our application is different in that it uses both color and disparity to define the boundaries of the person.
In [3] a monocular technique for pedestrian avoidance was augmented by using stereo-based feature extraction. This helped eliminate false positives caused by textures on the ground and in the background. Because the technique was intended for road-like environments, the ground is assumed to be relatively flat. When the ground is hilly the stereo aspect of the technique has difficulty. Our work attempts to make greater use of stereo techniques in order to reduce the number of assumptions which must be made about the environment.
In another related work, the movement of the camera is assumed to be known; this allows transformation of the stereo depth map into a top-view orthographic occupancy map 1 . The system can cope with a static background that only moves relative to the camera, but it does not distinguish between people moving and any other object.
OVERVIEW
The proposed system is presented in Figure 1 . The binocular camera rig is assumed to be pre-calibrated, and frames are rectified before stereo processing. The face detector is applied to the color image from the right camera. The color image from the right camera is also segmented by color via k-means. The disparity map is generated from the stereo image pair, and is then segmented by disparity via k-means. The segmented color image and the segmented disparitymap are then used to designate which pixels in each frame belong to the person whose face was detected. The following sections describe these components in more detail. 
APPROACH
The following sections describe each of the different components that make up the segmentation system. The results of the components described in 4.1-4.3 are utilized in the segmentation system described in 4.4.
Face Detection
An important component of the system is the detection of a face in the image. If no faces are found, then the system does not attempt to find a person in it. Given a face the person is segmented by growing a region out from the face which contains the person.
The initial attempt to find a face uses the method first proposed by Viola and Jones 11 and improved upon by Lienhart and Maydt 7 . This method was implemented in OpenCV 9 . If this method does not find a face, but a face was detected in the previous frame, then the system tries to track the face from the previous frame. Each detected face in each frame is saved for use as a template to track the faces in the next frame if necessary. In the following frame if the Viola-Jones face detector fails, then the system attempts to match the template by shifting it within a window which is 20 pixels wider and taller than the template and centered on the position of the face in the previous frame. The new face position is estimated using the maximum normalized correlation coefficient within the window. The regeneration of templates at each frame allows the system to keep tracking even if the person turns their head away from the camera briefly.
The experiments are conducted with a single face in each scene, but if multiple faces are found then the system repeats the final region growing step for each of the faces. The potential of the system for segmenting multiple people is explored in Section 6.4.
Stereo Processing
Stereo processing is accomplished using Point Grey Research's Triclops Stereo Vision SDK 10 . It is assumed that the cameras are pre-calibrated. The images are rectified according to the calibration parameters obtained via the SDK. Each image pair is passed to the stereo processing function with the SDK uniqueness, surface, and texture validation parameters turned on. Edge correlation is disabled because it produces almost no disparity data on non-textured regions in the images.
After generating the disparity map, the next goal is to cluster the disparity values, so that pixels on the person to be segmented tend to be in the same cluster and that pixels in the background and on occluding foreground objects do not. The silhouette of the person to be segmented does not have to be either perfect or contiguous, because the purpose of this segmentation method is to assume that the disparity data will be unreliable and to use it merely as a guide for segmentation in the color image. The clustering of the disparity image is carried out using the OpenCV 9 implementation of k-means using only the disparity value at each pixel and not the pixel's coordinates. In the experiments k is chosen to be 10, but any choice of k can be used which is sufficiently large enough not to cluster the disparities of the person with disparities of objects in front of or behind the person. For example, if the scene consists only of one person standing in front of a wall then k must be at least 2. A larger k is acceptable because the segmentation component of the system will merge over-segmented clusters back together, as described in Section 4.4.
Color Clustering
The color image is clustered by RGB values in order to group contiguous groups of pixels which are of similar color. Assuming the person to be segmented is not camouflaged, the person's silhouette will tend to be maintained after clustering because there will likely be a discontinuity in color along the silhouette. The purpose of this is to reduce the segmentation problem to a region grouping problem.
The pixels are clustered by their RGB value using k-means. The goal is to choose a k which is small in order to reduce the number of clusters, but which is also sufficiently large so that it will not result in clusters which cross the silhouette. A k which is too big will cause the result to look more like the segmented disparity map, because more of the clusters will consist of a single pixel. In practice choosing a k of about 30-40 works well enough. Using different k's in that range does not have a noticeable impact on the final output.
Unlike the clustering of the disparity map, the clusters in the color image need to be contiguous. Therefore after using k-means clustering, non-contiguous clusters must be split apart. This is achieved through connected component analysis.
Segmentation
After finding a face, clustering the disparity map, and clustering the color image, the person can then be segmented in the image. The technique for doing this involves starting at the face and repeatedly merging regions from the clustered color image which, according to the clustered disparity map, are mostly at the same distance as the face. Regions in the clustered disparity map which have approximately the same disparity as the face are merged into a single cluster. The following terms are used in the algorithm: 
S(x,y) -the binary image representing which pixels are part of the segmented person
The segmentation algorithm given in Figure 3 can be divided into four parts. First, in the computation of d f , the disparity cluster which takes up the largest number area of the detected face region is found. Second, the entire image is scanned for pixels which are part of a disparity cluster whose median is close to that of d f within some tolerance, ε. Those pixels are reassigned to the disparity cluster, d f . Third, the percentage of overlap each color region has with the disparity cluster, d f , is calculated. Fourth, a 4-connected flood fill is seeded at any point (x,y) in the face rectangle such that D CLUST (x,y) = d f . The flood spreads to each of the four connected pixels (x',y') if o i ≥ τ where i = I CLUST (x',y'). compute d f as described above for y = 0 to y = image height -1 for x = 0 to x = image width -1
compute o i using equation (1) initialize S to all zeroes do flood fill of the value 1 on S as described above The flood fill produces a contiguous set of colored regions. All of the regions will have an overlap percentage over the threshold, and the face will be located somewhere within those regions. That region is therefore the segmented person and is returned as the result. In the implementation τ = 0.6, but τ = 0.75 yielded similar results. The success or failure of the system was not significantly affected by small changes to τ in the experiments (see Figure 4) . The choice for ε in the implementation was fixed at 5, but in order to ensure consistent performance at longer ranges ε should be proportional to median(d f ).
IMPLEMENTATION
The segmentation algorithm was implemented in C++ using libraries from OpenCV 9 and Triclops Stereo Vision SDK 10 . The system was run on a Pentium M 1.3 GHz PC. The video clips were recorded before processing at 15 fps with a resolution of 320x240 using Point Grey Research's BumbleBee Stereo Vision Camera. The system processed each frame in about 1.5 seconds with little attempt at optimization.
The method requires that four parameters be selected prior to segmentation. A k must be chosen for both the color image clustering and the depth map clustering. It was found that a fixed k between 30 and 40 works well on a variety of different video clips. In the experiments this k was set to 30. The k for the disparity map clustering was set to 10. This value could be set higher with little effect, because the over-segmented clusters would be merged back together before segmentation. The final parameter to be set was the threshold τ for the minimum percentage of overlap a cluster must have with the disparity clusters of the person. This was set to 0.6 in the experiments, but a change of 10% up or down does not have a noticeable impact on the results. The more accurate the disparity map is, the less important this value becomes. Finally the parameter ε was set to 5. After determining which disparity cluster contains the majority of the face, all other disparity clusters whose median disparity is within ε of that face cluster are merged together. This prevents over-segmentation of objects with the same disparity of the person. In practice ε should be set proportionally to the disparity of the face, but a value around 5 was found to be appropriate for the camera-person distances in the experiments.
EXPERIMENTS
Experiments were conducted on eight video clips, each approximately five seconds long, taken indoors under regular illumination conditions. The video clips each contain one of two subjects. The subject in each video stands still momentarily and then makes a gesture with each hand. The eight videos each had a different combination of the following parameters: subject A vs. subject B, texture vs. solid background, and stationary vs. panning camera. The range of panning is illustrated if Figure 5 . The panning camera makes three full sweeps across the range over the course of the video. In each panning video, the full range of camera motion is swept in approximately one second initially, then two more sweeps occur at twice the speed.
Evaluation Criteria
The quality of segmentation in each frame is evaluated by a normalized error rate as defined in (2) . GT is the ground truth of the segmented person, and E is the estimated segmented person returned by the system. The error rates are grouped into one of three categories defined as follows:
Successful error rate less than 15% of the area of the person Partial error rate between 15% and 50% of the area of the person Failed error rate more than 50% the area of the person (includes frames where no face was found, so no valid segmentation could be attempted) Figure 5 . Example pan sequence
Results
The following two tables contain the results for the eight video sequences. Sample results outputs shown are (from left to right): face detector, color segmentation, disparity map, disparity segmentation, overlap percentage, and segmentation result. The top two rows are considered "successful" segmentations, whereas the third is considered "partial", and the fourth "failed" as defined in Table 1 .
Discussion
The goal of the experiments was to evaluate the method's effectiveness. Consistent performance was observed across changes in background and camera movement. The consistency is reflected in the failure percentages rarely exceeding single digits. Nearly every failed segmentation occurs at the beginning of the video sequences because the system is not initially able to find a face. When a face is not found later in the video sequences, the system is almost always able to track a face from the previous frame using template correlation.
The face finding issue could probably be solved by using a third step in the face finding module. If the system fails to find a face and does not have an old face to track, then it could attempt to find a face in a higher resolution image which would hopefully enhance the face features which were missed.
The large partial segmentation percentages in the moving camera/solid background videos occur because the system occasionally has trouble handling invalid disparity data around the person. In Figure 7 , the top row illustrates a scenario where the system is successful at handling a region of invalid disparities to the left of the person, because the bad disparities are not similar to the disparities on the person and therefore not merged into the disparity cluster containing the person. In the last two examples, the bad disparities to the right of the person cause more trouble for the system, because they appear to have the similar disparities to the person. This causes regions of the background to appear to be an extension of the person, so they are merged with the disparity cluster containing the person. This increases the overlap percentage of color clusters which overlap the bad disparities, and some of these clusters are merged with the segmentation result. In the experiments this problem rarely causes a failed segmentation as seen in the bottom row of Figure 7 . The result is normally a partial segmentation resembling the example in the third row. 
Multiple People
While the system performance was not quantitatively evaluated on videos of multiple people appearing simultaneously, the general framework could be used to handle such cases. In the event the system finds multiple faces, it repeats the algorithm given in Figure 3 for each face. The result is a binary image for each face that was found indicating where in that image the person with that face is located. Two video sequences were taken to demonstrate the feasibility of using the system on multiple people. Both videos contain two people. In one the people are standing equidistant from the camera, and in the other one subject is in front of the other. The performance is similar to the experiments on one person in frames where the system is able to find both faces. 
CONCLUSION
A technique for segmenting a person in stereo video is proposed. The technique exploits binocular stereo data so that it can segment a foreground object from a changing background with video taken from a moving camera. The technique first finds a face, and then grows out the region containing the user by merging clustered colored regions adjacent to the region containing the face. The merging is guided by the disparity map by assuming that the face will have a similar disparity to the rest of the body. Future work includes:
optimizing the implementation to segment in real time, thoroughly evaluating the performance of the algorithm on multiple people, using a human model to improve the segmentation quality, generalizing the algorithm to segment any object rather than only people, using some distinctive feature which is unique to that object in place of the face.
The system described in this paper demonstrates progress towards an ability for computers to accurately track and segment people from stereo video with little dependence on motion of the camera, the person, the background, or objects in the scene.
